Dear DR.FSU members,

we would like to invite you and everyone who is interested to our next meeting on Wednesday, 05th February at 5 p.m. in our DR.FSU office (Bachstraße 18k, 07743 Jena, Room 005B). See the agenda below. Please feel free to inform us if you want to include or change something on the agenda.

To speed up the general reports we wish to think beforehand what you want to tell us and give you a restriction of FIVE minutes. If you have to tell us more, please tell us and we will add a topic point.

1. General Reports (maximum 5 minutes per person)
2. Resolution of Agenda
3. Resolution of Protocols
4. Finances - Merchandise
5. Events
   5.1. Closed Meeting - February
   5.2. VMPV - current State
   5.3. cine_docs
   5.4. doc_table - February, March
   5.5. PhD-Day - Feedback
   5.6. hot_docs - terminate a date
   5.7. doc_beats - Planning (Posters, Games, etc.)
   5.8. doc_brunch - Weekend
6. Miscellaneous
   6.1. Position Paper
   6.2. Writing Center
   6.3. Second First Senate Deputy
   6.4. Faculty Deputies
   6.5. Attendance List
   6.6. Regulation Paper
   6.7. VMPV Bill
   6.8. Others

Please tell us if you are there or not.

We’re looking forward to see you later
best wishes

Astha, Casha and Julien